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ABSTRACT

ride. To create a varying story line with the possibility of
emergent sequences we borrowed ideas from complex
adaptive systems (CAS). The characters within our story
lines were designed employing art and social theory from
Bang and Goffman. Together, these concepts allowed us to
explore the possibility of passive interaction with endlessly
fascinating unfolding stories.

We present A Delicate Agreement, an interactive art
installation designed to intrigue viewers by offering them
an unfolding story that is endlessly fascinating. To achieve
this, we set our story in the liminal space of an elevator, and
populated this elevator with a set of unique characters.
Viewers watch the story unfold through peepholes in the
elevator’s doors, where in turn their gaze can trigger
changes in the storyline. This storyline’s interactive
response was created via a complex adaptive system using
simple rules based on Goffman’s performance theory.

Our installation, A Delicate Agreement, offers the viewers a
rich interactive narrative made up of encounters between
the characters within the installation and, occasionally, with
the viewer. Externally, it appears as a false elevator with a
peephole in each door, allowing viewers to peer inside and
observe the characters riding the elevator together and
interacting with each other (see Figure 1). The combination
of these elements constitutes our gaze-triggered interactive
art installation that explores the concept of EFI.

Author Keywords

Interaction design; interactive installation; interactive art;
complex adaptive systems.
ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.

The next section briefly covers related background from
interaction design and interactive art installations and
presents some well-known examples of complex adaptive
systems. We go on to describe the conceptual basis of our
work: its liminal setting; our passive interaction strategy;
our interactive narrative structure and related social theory
from Goffman; and our interaction challenges. Next, we
discuss the physicality of our installation, and how we
generate EFI using a CAS to offer continually varying
interaction. We then discuss the exhibition of the piece and
conclude the paper by noting our main contributions.

General Terms

Human Factors; Design.
INTRODUCTION

When creating an interactive installation many challenges
are apparent including such factors as attracting attention,
engaging interest and sustaining interest. In this paper, we
focus on the latter—sustaining interest—with the overarching goal of creating endlessly fascinating interaction
(EFI). Our focus on EFI frames our goal to provide
observable actions that: (1) are interesting at any time; (2)
are not repetitive; and (3) offer unfolding actions in which
story lines are emergent. Also, we explore passive
interaction, which offers the possibility of providing
continual variation without requiring people to take actions
beyond what they would normally do when viewing an
installation. Our aim is to provide viewers with a dynamic
experience that unfolds as they watch and is different for
every viewer and for each time a viewer encounters the
work. To establish stories of interest that resonate with a
large part of possible viewers we set our piece in the
context of the liminal space of an uncomfortable elevator

BACKGROUND

We draw from research on interactive technology in public
spaces, interactive art and CAS to establish a background
for this work.
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Figure 1. A Delicate Agreement placed next to real elevators.
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Interactive Technology in Public Spaces

estimates the emotional state of the viewer and incorporates
that into software that controls the emotional reaction of the
portraits. Chameleon is closely related to A Delicate
Agreement in that both pieces only require passive
interaction and feature a cast of characters that have
software-constructed personalities. We take a different
approach in our piece by using these ideas to structure
emotional landscapes for our characters, going beyond
establishing empathy to develop an interactive narrative.

Encouraging passersby in public spaces to engage with
technology is a relevant issue that has been much discussed
in the area of human-computer interaction (HCI) for public
spaces. Müller et al.’s Looking Glass [18] attracts viewers’
attention by showing their reflections interacting with
objects on large displays. In Proxemic Peddler, Wang et al.
[27] make use of animations that change as the viewer’s
proximity and physical orientation to a large display change
in order to attract their attention. Brignull and Rogers [4]
discuss the honey pot effect as a phenomenon of how even
one person’s attention would attract other people to a large
display. Hinrichs et al. [13] noted that different
configurations of a large display, such as the degree to
which interactions are visible, has an impact on the honey
pot effect and can be another powerful way to attract
people’s attention. Similarly, we engage passersby in public
spaces by placing peepholes in the doors of the elevators,
through which light and movement inside the elevator can
be seen. Viewers looking through these peepholes did
indeed trigger the honey pot effect.

Complex Adaptive Systems

Complex adaptive systems (CASs) are neither fully
constrained as in linear systems nor fully chaotic. They are
often said to be on the chaotic fringe in that they
incorporate considerable freedoms yet do have rules which
are followed [26]. One way in which these systems can
operate is to have entities or agents that are merely locally
aware. That is, these agents only know how they respond to
a given set of situations. There is no overview or central
control of the whole system, thus, sequences and storylines
are flexible. Waldrop uses the example of an economy as a
CAS, and describes individuals or households as being the
agents [26:145]. We use this understanding of the term
agent in our work – our agents are the characters in the
elevator. Gell-Mann [8] describes how a CAS can create
complex and diverse phenomena such as eco-systems, the
operation of the immune system, and the behavior of
investors in financial markets. Miller and Page [17]
demonstrate the use of an agent-based CAS to model varied
and interesting social systems including bees, theatre
audiences, city formation, and many others.

Interactive Art Installations

Krueger’s Videoplace [16] sets up an active playful
dynamic for viewers to explore how the piece will respond.
Our work relies on less explicit interaction, requiring little
beyond what the viewer is already doing to explore the
installation.
Hill’s Tall Ships engages people by enabling the exchange
of gaze with projected videos of ghosts activated by
pressure sensors [12]. This creates an uncomfortable social
situation due to proximity of the life-sized projections to the
interacting viewer. The ghosts are only capable of
approaching the viewer, staring and walking away [12].
Based on similar experiences with other people, viewers get
a sense that the ghosts are conveying a sense of longing
through their gaze. In contrast, A Delicate Agreement does
not force the viewer to exchange a prolonged gaze with the
characters to directly control the characters’ movement.
Instead, the viewer’s gaze is just one of the factors that
influence the next action. However, a similarity with Tall
Ships is the expectation that the viewer will reflect upon the
presented situation and relate to the characters that live in
the world of the piece by using their own experiences, and
that the gaze will function as a vehicle to achieve this.

Many systems exist where CASs have been used to create
complex, interesting, and unpredictable outcomes.
Conway’s Game of Life [7] employs three simple rules
governing whether cells in a grid live, reproduce or die
based on their local neighborhood and is able to produce
extremely complex behaviors up to and including an
operational Turing machine [1]. Boids [22] use three simple
rules for separation, alignment, and cohesion to reproduce
the realistic group movements of flocks and herds; this
technique is widely used in the animation industry [21] and
has been expanded upon to create interactive art [3]. Turk
[25] used the reaction-diffusion process, noted as a CAS
[15] to produce widely varied biological patterns matching
those of zebras, giraffes, leopards, and many others.

Gonsalves’ Chameleon [10] is a large scale installation that
examines social relationships, trust and intimacy within the
context of interactive technology, using neuroscience
research and face-sensing technology. The piece consists of
video portraits arranged around a gallery of individual
actors performing various emotions, ranging from anger to
sadness, tiredness to happiness. Gonsalves worked with an
interdisciplinary collaborative team that included experts
from neuroscience, HCI and affective computing to get the
video characters in the piece to mimic empathy and
emotional contagion [11]. Face-reading technology

We use a CAS to support interactions between our
characters (or agents), the viewers’ gaze and the elevator in
motion to produce complex, responsive, and emergent
behaviors.
CONCEPT

To provide the appropriate context for our CAS we first
describe liminality, and the exchange of expression and
impression from Goffman’s performance theory.
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U
Using a Limina
al Setting

T
The term limin
nal refers to a transformation
nal or transito
ory
sspace [24]. Jo
ohnston definees these as “sspaces … lyin
ng
bbetween otherrwise defined areas withou
ut belonging to
eeither of them
m” [14:209]. Common
C
exam
mples of limin
nal
sspaces are doo
orways and halllways where one
o has left on
ne
rroom but not yet
y entered the next. We set th
he interaction of
oour piece in th
he liminal spacce of an elevattor to be able to
leverage the social awkwardn
ness inherent in
n such places.
T
The liminal spaace of the elevaator is an appro
opriate setting to
eexamine the eff
ffects of gaze on
o interaction. Elevators
E
offerr a
pprotracted mom
ment of liminaality when tw
wo strangers ride
toogether, awkw
wardly waiting for the machin
nery to compleete
thhe transition from
f
one floorr to the next, moving towarrds
thheir desired destinations. Th
here are unspo
oken rules abo
out
w
what behavior is acceptable. If these rules are broken, th
he
eelevator ride caan become unccomfortable. Iff a stranger cassts
thheir gaze in an
ny direction oth
her than toward
ds the doors, th
his
ccan threaten the
t
delicate agreement
a
thaat tacitly exissts
bbetween the occcupants of thee elevator. Th
he context of th
he
eelevator sensittizes the view
wer, making small
s
behaviorral
cchanges more noticeable while
w
shedding light on th
he
vviewers’ awareeness of the unsspoken rules.

Figgure 2. An illusstration showingg Goffman’s th
heory of
exxpression and im
mpression, refllected in our sofftware
implementatiion.

made while interactting. Similarlyy, Goffman [9] indicates
that onne draws uponn one’s experriences when interacting
with otther people in order to decidde how to reactt or present
oneselff. In this wayy, expression ccan be bisected into that
which is given, whhich can be controlled by tthe person
expres sing, and that which is giveen off, which is how the
expres sion exists aftter leaving thee character andd how it is
receiveed by the otherr person. Impreession, on the oother hand,
is the effect left byy the expressioon on the othher person.
man’s expressioon and impresssion exchange,, illustrated
Goffm
in Figgure 2, is useed in the design of our characters’
interacctions. Our gooal was to moodel the behavvior of the
charactters and theirr reaction to vviewers on thhis existing
socioloogical theory inn order to makke encounters inn the space
of the elevator more believable. Thhus, this modell of human
interacction and behavvior is applied to the exchangge between
a persoon and a charracter–or betw
ween two charaacters–in A
Delicaate Agreement.

S
Short narrativees that can unffold along theese lines are, for
f
eexample, a moment
m
of mu
utual attraction
n and flirtatio
on
bbetween two ch
haracters or, co
onversely, unw
wanted attentio
on.
D
Discord can occur wheen one character behav
ves
innappropriately
y, such as wrriting graffiti on the wall or
bbrandishing a weapon. Dep
pending on each
e
characterr’s
ppersonality, diffferent responsses can occur to these events,
ccreating spontaaneous and varried narratives that can engag
ge
aand intrigue thee viewer.
U
Using Passive
e Gaze Interacttion

A theme in our work is the interplay betw
ween passive an
nd
aactive viewer interaction.
i
Acctive interactio
on is the norm
mal
aapproach wherre people mustt do specific activities
a
such as
cclicking with a mouse or typiing on a keybo
oard. In contrast,
ppassive interacction occurs when
w
people viiewing the piece
aare not required
d to do anythin
ng outside of what
w
they wou
uld
nnormally be doing
d
[19]. We
W use the ideea of incidenttal
innteraction [6], meaning that by the actt of looking in
thhrough the peepholes
p
in the elevator doors with th
he
eexpectation to observe the in
nterior of the elevator,
e
vieweers
aaffect the coursse of the unfold
ding narrative happening
h
in th
he
eelevator by means
m
of the direction of their
t
gaze. Th
his
innteraction can
n become activ
ve if the view
wer realizes th
hat
thheir gaze is afffecting the beh
havior of the ch
haracters.

Our arrtistic vision w
was to create m
mini action sequuences that
fit withh a given charaacter and couldd be combined with other
charactters’ sequencees to create naarratives. To pproduce the
exponeential number oof spontaneouss narratives poossible in A
Delicaate Agreemennt, we harnness combinnations of
charactters, their behaaviors, and the direction of thhe viewers’
gaze. D
Due to the facct that the elevvator is traveliing up and
down the building and the charaacters do not remain on
board for an extendded period off time, the stoory can be
dividedd into subplots or micro-stoories as peoplee enter and
leave. Based on prrevious similaar real life exxperiences,
viewerrs choose wheere to look, trriggering any number of
new annd different ploot climaxes witthin a single viiewing and
interacction session aand creating a unique experrience each
time thhe piece is reviisited.

Interactive Narrrative and So
ocial Theory

T
To create our interactive narrrative, we dreew from Bang
g’s
[2] discussion of open text. Here, he stipu
ulates that open
ny plot climax
xes
text, or interacttive narratives,, can have man
ccompared to linear narratiives, which have just on
ne.
P
Participants in interactive narratives are drrawn into a staate
oof contemplatio
on when experiencing the wo
ork, reflecting on
o
hhis or her own life experiencce in order to inform
i
decisions
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Interaction Challenges

Art installations using interactive technologies are
becoming increasingly prevalent both in galleries and in
public spaces. People encountering these installations must
discover how to interact with them to subsequently reveal
the installation’s reaction. The reaction of the installation
can serve to sustain the viewer’s attention, encouraging
deeper exploration and appreciation of the content.
However, in some cases, the viewer’s interaction with the
installation can yield repetitive results. Our goal for A
Delicate Agreement is to extend possibilities for viewer
interaction to make the experience endlessly fascinating. In
summary our interaction challenges are that:
 the observed reactions of the piece are both
understandable and intriguing;
 the viewer is not required to discover difficult or obscure
actions to trigger a response;
 the viewer does not need to be aware of the effect of their
own interaction; and
 the story that unfolds is non-repetitive, and endlessly
fascinating.

Figure 3. Two viewers looking into the interior of the elevator.

We address the first challenge through our choice of
setting–the liminal setting of elevators that is familiar to all
of us and yet remains socially awkward. The next two
challenges are addressed together through the use of passive
gaze interaction. The last challenge—developing EFI—is
addressed primarily through the creation of our CAS (see
the next section). However, other factors in its creation
include a combination of interactive narrative and ideas
from social theory described in a later subsection.
REALIZING A DELICATE AGREEMENT

In this section, we first discuss the physical aspect of our
installation and its gaze tracking interaction; then we
present the design and implementation of our CAS.
Physical Form

Figure 4. Six of the sixteen characters (L to R, Top to Bottom):
Max, Nicole, Bert, Terry, Danny and Kathy.

A Delicate Agreement is an interactive installation that
explores the liminal time and space of an elevator ride.
Viewers are presented with a false set of elevator doors
(Figure 1 shows the exterior) augmented with a pair of
peepholes that allow them to look into the interior of the
elevator (Figure 3). Two LCD monitors are set inside the
elevator behind the peepholes. The monitors display a
composite stop motion animation of a cast of sixteen
characters riding the elevator (Figure 4 shows six of these
characters). From either peephole the viewer can see the
interior of the elevator, up to two characters at a time as
passengers, and an elevator display that indicates the floor
the elevator is currently on (Figure 5). Each character has a
set of pre-recorded photo sequences shot on a theatrical set in
a photography studio that provides the appearance of the
interior of the elevator. The photo sets for each character
illustrate the range of possible behaviors that each character
can perform. A character’s set of photos ranges from several
hundred to several thousand still frames that are played in
sequence as a stop-motion animation. Each elevator

Figure 5. Example of the interior of the elevator with floor
indicator.
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passenger, or character, has a programmed personality that
enables them to act and react to the other characters’
behavior and the viewers’ gaze (see next subsection).

specifying defined sequences of character actions, such as
where if action A happens, then response B will follow. This
type of sequential response would lead to a repetitive and
predictable viewing experience. We chose to create a CAS in
which characters know their own set of behaviors and know
how they respond to simple changes in their environment. To
do this we have defined the characters, their environment,
and the events that will cause them to react.

Immediately behind each peephole is a custom-made eyetracker. The eye-tracker was designed to: a) be invisible to
the viewer so that interaction could be, at least initially,
implicit; b) not require calibration; c) be reliable and able to
run long periods of time; d) be inexpensive, so that the piece
could be left unattended in public spaces. Each of the two
eye-trackers consisted of a hot mirror (a mirror that only
reflects infrared light), a low-resolution Logitech webcam,
modified with a filter to be sensitive only to infra-red light
(with its internal infrared-blocking filter removed), two
sources of infrared light (LEDs) to generate corneal
reflections, and a customized version of the ITU Gaze
Tracker software [23] to perform the analysis, which was fed
to the CAS software described below and run in the same
machine (a Windows PC). The hot mirror, located at 45º
from the line of sight, allowed us to place the camera and
infrared light sources very close and perpendicular to the eye
and therefore obtain a very large image of the pupil without
making any of the machinery visible. Although this eyetracker is not comparable in sample-rate or performance to
commercial ones, it was able to satisfy our requirements
which were comparatively simple. We merely needed to
know which character a viewer was looking at and whether
they were looking at the character’s head or torso.

The characters in the elevator

The elevator currently contains sixteen different characters
(see six of them in Figure 4). Some of the characters are
Nicole and Max, young university students; Kevin and Rose,
teenagers; Alice, a little girl; Toby, a bike messenger; and
Leo, a dangerous-looking man with a gun.
Each character has his or her own list of possible behaviors.
A behavior is a sequence of photos that together provides a
stop motion animation expressing an emotion or reaction. For
example, Max—a generally friendly and happy character—
cheerfully acknowledges other characters entering the
elevator that glance over at him.
The characters’ interaction environment

In our system, the characters’ interactions are determined by
their emotions. Their emotions, in turn, trigger their
behaviors. To model their emotional space, we use a
coordinate system. This coordinate system encompasses each
character’s personality, with enclosed regions marking
behaviors (Figure 6). This was inspired by Zeeman’s
relational graphic of a dog’s response to cusp catastrophe that
is based on catastrophe theory research [28]. Zeeman’s
graphic displays a coordinate space with rage as the X-axis
and fear as the Y-axis where nine drawings of the profile a
dog’s face are laid out in this grid pattern. The dog’s facial
expression changes according to where his emotional
response lies within this coordinate space. This coordinate
space of changing emotions inspired our emotional
coordinate space for each character. The axis of the space,
however, need not be rage and fear; Nass [20] asserts that
personality can be defined by two meaningful dimensions:
extraversion and agreeableness.

The Character Engine (a Complex Adaptive System)

The underlying CAS that powers our piece is based on the
idea that a few simple rules governing individual agents
(characters) can produce a wide variety of emergent
behavior. Neither the characters nor the overarching system
need to know the full complexity possible. Each character
merely needs to know its own rules for actions and reactions.
By creating a CAS based on simple mechanisms we enable
the generation of emergent narratives between the characters
in the installation.
Our intention was to make it possible for interactive
responses to emerge from the system. That is, we avoided

Figure 6. Personality grids for a complex character, Nicole, and a simple character, Alice. Some of the behaviors mapped above
include: neutral/calm (4), bored (5), glance at other person (8), disbelief (11), disgust (13), and aggressive anger (14).
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Our characters’ emotional behavior is represented as a 2D
grid of states (personality grid) but based on Nass’ two
dimensions. At a given moment a character’s emotional state
(mood) is represented by a 2D coordinate in the grid. One
dimension of the grid represents agreeableness (from
peaceful to aggressive) while the other one represents
extraversion (from disinterested to attention-seeking). The
grid is divided in areas of emotional state that result in
behaviors; for a given range of extraversion and
agreeableness the character will display a certain visual
behaviour corresponding to a particular sequence of pictures.
For example, when the character Nicole has an agreeableness
value of 8 and an extraversion value of 1, she will express the
behavior “disbelief” (Figure 6 leftmost).

simple reactions that only required knowledge of the
immediate context making it possible to design the
interacting factors independently.
To implement this, every behavior for each character has an
expression vector e. This relates how their current behavior
changes the behavior of the other person in the elevator by
nudging them in a particular direction along both the x- and
y- axes. Each character also possesses an impression filter i
that scales their responses to other character’s expressions,
allowing different characters to be more or less reactive. A
character with i=(2,2) will be very reactive while a character
with i=(0.5,0.5) will be less influenced by others’
expressions. Lastly, each character has a constant impression
vector c that is added to all changes making some characters
consistently move towards particular parts of their
personality grids. This serves to allow for slight variations in
behavior when characters are riding the elevator alone.

Behaviors are not, however, limited to the selection of visual
output. Behaviors also affect the emotional state of other
characters in different ways. For example, the aggressive
anger behavior of Leo causes other characters to become
more aggressive (the exact calculation is described in the
next subsection). This is the basic mechanism of interaction
between characters: Leo’s anger behavior is his expression
and triggers the other character’s impression. Therefore, the
personality grids are a representation of the visual output of
the character, and also hold their current state and describe
the dynamics of how characters can influence one another.

Given a character with a particular emotional coordinate si,
the character’s next coordinate is calculated by:
si+1 = s + i eo + c
where eo is the other character’s (if present) expression vector
matching their current behavior.
To illustrate this, consider a scenario in which the characters
Kevin and Rose are in the elevator together. Kevin’s current
behavior, “obnoxious antagonism” has e=(10,2); i.e., this
behavior expresses a great deal of aggressiveness (10) as well
as a smaller amount of attention seeking (2). Similarly, let us
say that Rose’s behavior is currently “Neutral” due to her
emotional coordinate being at (0,0). Rose’s character has
i=(.5,3) and c=(1,4). If Rose’s neutral behavior finishes its
animation, her emotional state will be recalculated with:

There are a total of 26 different behaviors, and each character
possesses a subset of these, although different characters
have behaviors associated to different areas of their
personality grid. Examples include: neutral, attracted, angry,
frightened, bored, and shocked. Each character has two
personality grids: one for when they are alone in the elevator
and one for when they are accompanied. Nicole’s emotional
space (Figure 6, left) is representative of a more complex
character as she has a large number of possible behaviors. In
contrast, Alice has only five behaviors (Figure 6, right). The
getting on/off the elevator or recognizing the viewer
behaviors are not represented on the characters’ emotional
spaces as these are triggered by the elevator’s state rather
than by interaction with other characters.

si+1 = s + i eo + c = (0,0) + (.5,3) (10,2) + (1,4) = (6,10).
This change of emotional coordinate to (6,10) will place
Rose in her “openly angry” behavior.
Visually, this plays out as Kevin turning up the speakers on
his iPod and dancing around (his particular obnoxious
antagonism stop-motion animation), which in turn causes
Rose to get frustrated or angry at this obnoxious display.

Events & behavior changes

Characters experience a variety of different events. First the
elevator has its own actions; it goes up and down, characters
get on and off. Characters will only get on or off at specific
floors. The elevator’s actions keep the story moving. If the
elevator is empty it will pick up the character at the next floor
in sequence.

When he reaches the end of his image sequence for his
behavior, Kevin will collect e from Rose’s updated behavior
to determine which behavior to perform next. At the end of
her behavior image sequence, Rose will use e from Kevin’s
new behavior to determine her next behavior. This
expression/impression exchange process, based on
Goffman’s theory and shown in Figure 2, continues until one
or both characters exit the elevator. The characters maintain
their mood for a certain length of time while they stay on
their destination floor in the building. If they re-enter the
elevator within a certain period of time, they will likely
perform the same behavior, affecting whomever they happen
to be riding with.

Stepping through the character interactions, we start with a
simple situation where a character is alone in the elevator and
there is no viewer present. Under these situations the
character will slowly move towards neutral behavior
(emotional coordinate (0,0)) because there are no other
characters present that can alter their mood. If another
character enters the elevator, expression/impression exchange
begins, where one character’s behavior will influence the
other’s mood and vice versa. In our CAS, we build on small
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Figure 8. Choropleth behavior visualization for Max and Leo.
Aggressive behavior regions are red, provocative purple, and
neutral blue. The more opaque the color, the more time the
character has spent exhibiting that behavior.

Figure 7. The four regions of the image that trigger response to
the gaze of the viewer.

The viewer’s gaze also affects characters’ emotional
coordinates and resulting behavior. The systems’ gaze
detection is coarse, only indicating whether each of the two
possible viewers is looking at one of five regions: four
correspond to the top or bottom half of either character
(Figure 7); the fifth is anywhere else. Each character also has
two viewing vectors that change his or her emotional state
when either viewer is looking through a peephole. vst for the
top of the character, vsb for the bottom of the character as well
as vot and vob that are triggered when viewers look at the top
and bottom respectively of the other character in the elevator.
The emotional state update formula then becomes:

and times between exhibitions, the piece was operational for
long periods of time in our lab, a large research group of
approximately 40 to 50 people. There are still amusing
anecdotes from this piece that people tell each other.

si+1 = s + i eo + c + v1 + v2

As creators, this piece challenges our notion of authorship,
and intrigued us sufficiently that we explored possible ways
of influencing the unfolding story. One simple method was to
add new characters, as we did at one gallery’s request. A
more complex approach was to work with each character’s
emotional landscape. To enable this we wanted to have some
idea of where, in emotional coordinates, characters frequently
spent time. This led to an intensity visualization of their
behavior over time. We visualized each character’s behavior
through a simulation with a choropleth map (Figure 8). These
maps allow us to see if a character was spending too much,
or not enough, time in a given space. For example, from the
maps it was apparent that Leo’s was frightening the other
characters too much, and we were able to modify his
expression vector to reduce his expressed aggression.

While to a large extent our custom made passive gaze tracker
served as intended, it did have trouble with people wearing
glasses. People commented simultaneously that although
they felt that there was no response to them as viewers, they
noted that some of the elevator characters had waved at them.
This specific sequence requires gaze interaction to occur.
This combined response does speak to the piece’s ability to
walk the line between passive and active interaction.

where v1 is either vst, vsb, vot, vob, if the viewer in the first
peephole is looking at one of the aforementioned character
regions or (0,0) if looking elsewhere or not present.
Similarly v2 is the appropriate vector for the viewer, if any,
looking through the second peephole.
In the event that the viewer is looking at the top of a
character at the instance that the character is changing
behaviors, the character will perform his or her
acknowledgment of the viewer behavior (Figure 5). This
special behaviour trigger is designed to bring awareness to
the viewer that their presence is affecting the piece’s state.
DISCUSSION

The biggest point for discussion is: did we achieve EFI? Of
course, that is an impossible notion to gauge. However, we
can say that in the three times that A Delicate Agreement has
been exhibited, people have not been able to trigger repeat
performances. So while our unfolding story is undoubtedly
not endless, it definitely has considerable variation. On the
other hand, we have experienced emergent behavior. As an
example, we intentionally included mild flirting sequences
that could be triggered when the character was in a safe,
relatively happy space in their emotional landscape. These
sequences did add amusement and highlights to the story.
However, it became apparent that all characters in our
elevator had bisexual tendencies. During the creation time

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented A Delicate Agreement, which
we designed to provide endlessly fascinating interaction
(EFI). We have shown how:
 complex adaptive systems (CASs) can be used to provide
a non-repetitive storyline;
 how Goffman’s theory of expression/impression can be
used to create rules in a CAS that offer convincing
approximations of behaviors; and
 the liminal setting of continued awkwardness in elevator
rides can provide a story line intensifier.
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12. Hill, G. Tall Ships. 1992. http://garyhill.com/left/work/tallships.html?q=569 (accessed 7/11/2014).

While other CASs have been built on spatial grids such as
SELES, a landscape scale simulation environment [5], we
used the grid concept but spatialized a series of common
emotions and used Goffman’s theory to create rules for travel
throughout this emotional grid. We also visualized the
spatialized behavior frequencies to use as a tool for
influencing the story line. Note that in our endlessly varying
story line specific actions cannot be specified; however, their
likelihood can be enhanced.

13. Hinrichs, U., Schmidt, H., and Carpendale, S. EMDialog:
Bringing information visualization into the museum. IEEE
Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics 14, 6
(2008), 1181–1188.
14. Johnston, S.I. Restless Dead: Encounters between the Living
and the Dead in Ancient Greece. London, 1999.
15. Kondo, S. and Miura, T. Reaction-diffusion model as a
framework for understanding biological pattern formation.
Science 329, 5999 (2010), 1616–1620.

The possibilities for future work abound. We hope that we
have opened the door for a new approach to designing
interactive experiences.

16. Krueger, M.W. Responsive environments. Proc. of the June 1316, 1977, national computer conference, ACM (1977), 423–433.
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